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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes the tool support for the query component of the eXtensible Pattern 
Specification Language (XPSL). The XPSL framework is a part of the Knowledge-Centric 
Software (KCS) platform of tools for software analysis and transformation. XPSL provides 
a language for the specification of patterns. Currently, there is no tool support to perform 
software analysis and transformation patterns specified through XPSL. The objective of this 
research is to provide tool support for analysis. An analysis task is viewed by the tool as a 
query that can be executed to produce the appropriate results. The goal is to produce a tool 
which is extensible and easily maintainable. This thesis outlines the framework design of the 
query component of XPSL, wherein it is presented as a library of basic queries on patterns in 
code, together with a composition mechanism for writing queries of greater sophistication. 
The tool is implemented as a translator which takes an XPSL specification as input, and 
converts it into an equivalent query in a target language of choice. We consider XQuery and 
XSLT as possible target languages. We discuss the comparative merits and demerits of XSLT 
and XQuery as the target languages, and explain why our choice of XQuery as the target 
language is desirable. The pattern search is then done by an XQuery engine. The translation 
mechanism precisely defines of the semantics of execution of the query, and chooses the various 
data formats and the technologies for its stages. These are discussed in the thesis. 
We also do an empirical study of the efficacy and efficiency of the approach taken. Some 
queries which were executed demonstrate the fact that queries composed in XPSL and executed 
using the tool can go beyond what is possible in the current Aspect-Oriented Languages. We 
discuss the applicability of the tool to various software engineering paradigms. We also explore 
future extensions to the querying mechanism, and discuss the issues that may arise in adding 
viii 
a transformation component to the current framework. 
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CHAPTER 1. Background 
1.1 Introduction 
With an ever-growing reliance on software as a critical infrastructure for medical, energy, 
transportation, and financial systems, the quality and reliability of software is a prime concern. 
It is especially so in safety critical applications, such as avionics and medical systems where 
there is a danger to human life. 
We are developing adomain-specific tools framework to enable the automation of many 
tedious and time-consuming software evolution and maintenance tasks. The framework ad-
dresses inspection, comprehension, and transformation: the three primary tasks required to 
support the evolution and maintenance of large software systems. Our framework includes:l
1. an extensible common intermediate language (XCIL), 
2. an extensible pattern specification language (XPSL), 
3. catalogs of patterns that capture domain-specific knowledge, 
4. tool support for the program analysis necessary for inspection, 
5. a database repository for storing and querying the analysis results, and 
6. an interactive visualization to view analysis results. 
We refer to the overall framework as the Knowledge-Centric Software (KCS) framework, 
and to the tools associated with it as the KCS tools. This thesis focuses on the query component 
of XPSL and describes an implementation. 
1 The material in this chapter is taken from the "A Pattern Based ~amework for Software Inspection" by 
Kothari et al., to appear. 
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To support the construction of domain-specific tools, the KCS framework takes a pattern-
based approach. XPSL, the pattern specification language provides a formal mechanism to 
represent domain-specific knowledge of the strategies and policies associated with various soft-
ware evolution and maintenance tasks. This knowledge is captured in the form of pattern 
catalogs. It can be categorized broadly as related either to the search or transformation 
of associated software artifacts. Semiformal descriptions, as in the case of commonly used 
objected-oriented design patterns [9], are meaningful for human developers. However, more 
formal descriptions of patterns are necessary to provide automated tool support. We have 
designed XPSL as a language for the formal specification of patterns. It supports a broader 
notion of pattern than that defined by design patterns [9], cliches (6], or regular expressions 
[25]. This notion of patterns is intended to capture knowledge, not just about designs but 
also about other aspects of analyzing and transforming software. The KCS inspection tools 
implement the search operations based on formal specifications given in XPSL. 
XCIL, the KCS common intermediate language, provides language independence. It is 
based on the JVM, MS-IL and UML, and includes extensions to cover C and C-~-~ semantics 
[10], [ll], [12]. There are a vaxiety of compilers and modeling tools that support these stan-
daxds. The intent is to make it easier to map a multitude of languages to/from XCIL. The 
analysis is performed on the XCIL representation. This makes it possible to reuse the KCS 
analyzer components across different programming languages. 
We also take advantage of XML [30], XSLT [31] and XQuery [32] technologies. The XCIL 
representation of the source code and the results of the analysis are created in XML. By storing 
the original source code and the results of the analysis in a common format, it is possible to 
create an integrated tools support for querying the source code along with the results produced 
through program analysis. Also, the use of XML makes it easier to provide tool support, by 
building on available XML, XSLT and XQuery tools. 
The KCS framework is currently being used to develop an inspection tool for safety-critical 
avionics software. Using XPSL, Rockwell Collins has created a catalog of patterns [16]. The 
patterns are intended for inspection of high assurance middleware and the applications that 
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use it. Current patterns address issues related to: control flow, data integrity, pointer integrity, 
synchronization, multiple interface inheritance, design by contract and subtyping, 00 metrics, 
dynamic resource allocation etc. A complete list of the issues addressed by these patterns and 
the patterns themselves are available from our website [11] . 
1.2 XCIL: eXtensible Common Intermediate Language 
Traditionally, programming languages have divided the software research community. For 
users, these divisions have made it difficult to apply the research results and tools developed 
for one language to others. This situation is a particular problem for high assurance software, 
where a variety of analysis methods are typically required, and a greater emphasis is placed on 
their use. However, the recent emphasis on virtual machines as targets for compilation, and 
the introduction of standards for executable analysis and design model representations have 
made it possible to focus on execution models that are not language specific. 
Taking advantage of this opportunity, we have created XCIL to provide a common semantic 
representation that is needed in order to apply patterns and other transformations at a target 
language independent level. This helps us achieve the goals of: 
1. Addressing many languages with a single toolset 
2. Specification of well defined common semantics as a basis for tool development 
3. Interoperability with other research efforts 
4. Interoperability with UML based tools. 
5. Support for executable requirements and design models. 
A semantic representation common to all programming languages is probably too much 
to ask for. As a more modest goal, however, it seems possible to define the semantics for a 
family of languages that includes the UML Action Semantics, the JVM, Microsoft's Common 
Type System and Intermediate Language (CTS -1- MS-IL) and the programming languages and 
graphical notations that map to them. Each of these standards in isolation, proves inadequate 
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for the purpose. UML/XMI does not define low-level actions (for arithmetic, for Boolean 
logic, etc.). MS-IL and the JVM do so, but lack the high level concepts provided by UML 
for modeling, and need to be reconciled within a common language definition for us to map 
to/from them both. 
To overcome the limitations of these representations, we have defined a new language 
(XCIL), but have done so by unifying and integrating the above representations. The key 
insights are that 
1. UML and the VM models are complementary, 
2. The two most popular VM models, viz. MSIL and JVM, are very closely aligned, and 
3. These VM models can be extended to support C and C++ specific features. 
1.3 XPSL: eXtensible Pattern Specification Language 
XPSL provides a language for the specification of patterns that extends the foundation 
provided by aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) [2] . XPSL provides a much broader 
definition of pattern and pattern-based transformation founded on program semantics rather 
than syntax. It supports the composition of patterns from component patterns, and permits 
the definition of domain-specific pattern families. 
In AOSD, pointcuts define sets of points (joinpoints) in the execution of a program at 
which code (advice) may be `woven' with the underlying application [21~ . This is sufficient 
to address a number of common problems in which code representing a particular strategy 
or policy (for synchronization, caching, error logging, security, fault tolerance, etc.) must be 
introduced at many points in the code. Such strategies/policies are said to "crosscut" the 
normal functionality of the program. AOSD, through its separate definition of crosscutting 
strategies and policies and its ability to "weave" them into the code at specified joinpoints, 
allows one to "untangle" code that would otherwise mix these different aspects of the software 
at the source level. 
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AOSD tools such as Aspect) [22], however, have a number of important limitations. They 
define pointcuts syntactically rather than semantically. They view behaviour at the granularity 
of methods rather than individual actions. They focus primarily on control flow rather than 
data flow. And they have only weak support for code transformations, which consist primarily 
of simple code insertions before, after or instead of (around) method code and method calls. 
The limitations associated with pointcut definitions and the type of program information the 
inserted code can access also limit the range of problems that can be addressed. 
In part this is by intent. AOSD is intended to be less powerful, but more elegant, more 
accessible and easier to apply than meta-level programming and transformations based on low 
level rewriting rules. At its current level of maturity, however, AOSD is simply insufficient to 
address the full range of patterns needed by high assurance, real-time, embedded, or distributed 
systems. 
The definition of a pattern in XPSL includes an abstraction of the problem, followed by a 
list of pointcut definitions and transformations that provide a solution. 
Pattern =problem abstraction +pointcuts +transformations 
Patterns axe defined by specifying what to look for (in the problem section), by specifying 
the information we need to extract from the program to understand and solve the problem (in 
the pointcut section), and by specifying the high level changes to be made (in the transforma-
tion section). To address software inspection, we focus on the first two parts: the identification 
of the problem, and the pointcut queries related to its solution. 
The pointcut portion of the pattern is similar to a database query. The objective is to 
extract information from the software; this information can be for program comprehension 
(e.g., recognizing variables that correspond to key domain-specific concepts), or can represent 
the information needed to apply a given transformation (e.g., the points where synchroniza-
tion code must be inserted). Similar to query processing in databases, we support a unified 
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representation that provides access to both software artifacts and analysis results. A unified 
representation is essential to support composition in XPSL, allowing the results obtained by 
applying one pattern to be consumed by another pattern. 
Aspect) treats pointcuts as descriptors representing sets of points in the execution of the 
program, and provides set-like operators to compute the union, intersection, and complement 
of pointcuts. In our framework, we broaden the definition of pointcut to include arbitrary 
collections of model elements, and support additional operations on collections, sequences, and 
sets (such as those provided by XSLT [31] and Object Constraint Language (OCL) [24]) . 
XPSL queries fall into one of two categories: Basic XCIL Model Queries and Analysis 
Based Queries. The first category includes basic queries of the XCIL program representation. 
XCIL is an abstraction of the syntax. XCIL also has a rich amount of semantic information. 
Traditional syntactic patterns are handled at this level. The second category includes more 
advanced queries based on the results of static analysis. Analysis tools effectively extend 
the XCIL model, providing their own views of it, supporting different user perspectives. Like 
pointcuts in Aspect), a query may have parameters representing values taken from the runtime 
environment. As sets of model elements, Pointcuts may also be composed using set operations 
(such as intersection, difFerence, union, and complement) . 
1.3.1 Basic XCIL Model Queries 
XCIL provides an extensible common intermediate language representation for meta-models 
with a semantics based on UML, the JVM, and MS-IL. All of the attributes, components, and 
associations defined by the XCIL model are accessible via XPSL meta-level queries. We have 
given below a couple of examples of operations available on XCIL model elements. 
To access a property p of element e, we invoke a query with the same name. The result 
of the query is a value whose type is that of the property. For example, the name of a model 
element `e' may be referred to as `e.name()'. Simple set operations on element properties are 
also assumed. 
OCL path expressions [24], can be used to access related elements by following the associ-
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ations between them. For example, given an element e, the name of the Namespace to which 
the element belongs may be referred to as `e.namespace().name()'. 
In addition to basic queries/sets and the ability to navigate through the model using path 
expressions, the metaclass definitions in XPSL provide additional operations on XCIL model 
elements, and the ability to construct and iterate over collections of such elements. These 
operations are based on the OCL operations select, iterate, and collect, and provide a context 
for the execution of associated transformations. 
The XPSL collection metaclass includes collection, set, sequence, and bag. The detailed 
descriptions, including the operations defined for different types of collections are given in the 
XPSL reference document available on the web [18] . These are based on those defined by OCL 
[24] . Since a pointcut is defined to be a collection of model elements, operations on a collection 
such as union, intersection, and difference can be used to support the composition of pointcuts 
in a manner similar to AspectJ. It is also possible to extend the current set of operations, e.g. 
to include other operations on collections supported by XML Query, XSLT, etc. In the current 
version of XPSL we have not done so, restricting ourselves to a useful subset of the operations 
provided by OCL. 
A query statement defines a persistent variable to which results are assigned or in which 
results are collected. The XPSL definition contains a class called QueryStatement. Its se-
mantics are further defined by its subtypes, which include IteratePointcut, SelectPointcut, and 
CollectPointcut. 
1.3.2 Analysis Based Queries 
In addition to basic queries involving the properties directly defined by XCIL, analysis tools 
may extend the XCIL model, and create their own views of it. The following queries provide 
access to this information. 
Operations may be referred to, using OCL path expressions [24] . For example, all elements 
in the control flow of a model element `e' may be requested by writing `e.cflow ()'. 
To support a notation similar to AspectJ, many of the same operations are also provided 
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on sets of XCIL elements, e.g., ModelElementSet's. In some cases, a particular operation (e.g., 
sharedVariables) applies only to the set as a whole (ThreadSet) , and not to its individual 
members. In other cases, an operation applies only to the individual members and not to the 
set as a whole. 
In XPSL, where it is possible to do so, we match the UML meta model operations and the 
naming conventions (for model element collections and operations) standardized by the Object 
Modelling Group (OMG) . 
For more details, we refer the reader to the XPSL reference document and pattern catalogs 
on our web site [11] . 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the objectives 
of the tool design and the design principles. Chapter 3 gives some sample queries and their 
translations in the chosen target format, to motivate the discussion on the translator imple-
mentation. Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the tool as a translator. Chapter 5 
details some empirical results from the deployment of the tool. We conclude with a discussion 
of design alternatives in Chapter 6 and an overview of related work in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2. Tool Support for XPSL Query Component 
2.1 Objective 
XPSL in its currently implemented form evolved out of the work of Gary Daugherty of the 
Collins Advanced Technology Center and Dr. Suraj C Kothari of Iowa State University. This 
work is described in [18] . The implemented version of the XPSL Query component, which is 
the subject of this document, makes some significant design decisions to realize this model. 
The most important one is that every XPSL specification is an XML document. The XML 
document would be a list of queries, optionally followed by transformation advice, which can 
be weaved in before, after or instead of 1 the matching points in the code, as in Aspect). 
The objective of the present work is to create a tool that performs the search specified by 
an XPSL query. The focus is to support that subset of XCIL model-based queries that do not 
require data flow or control flow analyses. We introduce some terminology that will be useful 
in the discussion that follows. 
2.2 Terminology 
2.2.1 Queries, Join Points and Pointcuts 
The foundation of the Query Language is a set of syntactic and semantic artifacts related 
to the software being examined. These are well-defined points in the program flow or pro-
gram text, which constitute the set of nodes that may be queried upon by the XPSL Query 
Component. These well-defined points are a useful subset of the components present in the 
XCIL hierarchy [17], viz. those that do not require data-flow and control-flow analysis. To 
1 termed "around" in Aspect) 
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adhere to the convention of the Aspect-Oriented Programming community, but with a view to 
accentuating the difference, we call them KCS join points. 
The difference in our definition is in the kinds of join points which may be matched. 
Aspect-Oriented Programming languages, in their current flavor, limit themselves to the level 
of analysis of objects, classes, messages and fields. We would like to have the power to query 
at a finer level, that of blocks, statements and individual expressions, if need be. This would 
be useful in incorporating queries based on data flow analysis. 
A KCS pointcut is a set of KCS join points. Therefore, the KCS pointcuts allow not only 
classes, member functions and fields but also blocks, statements and expression levels to be 
accessed. 
An XPSL Query is a KCS pointcut definition, which specifies the code constructs and the 
software artifacts that belong to the KCS pointcut. 
Thus an XPSL Query is the specification, and the KCS pointcut is the set of constructs 
that match the specification. 
An XPSL document is a set of XPSL Queries. As stated earlier, an XPSL document is a 
valid XML document [30] . 
The syntax of an XPSL Query and an XPSL document will be described in the following 
sections. 
2.3 Approach to Design 
As a first step in explaining the implementation of the tool, we describe the various data 
formats and the technologies used in the generation of the code. 
2.3.1 XPSL Specification Input Format 
Every XPSL specification is a "valid XML" document. A valid XML document is one that 
has an associated "Document Type Declaration" (DTD) such that the document complies 
with the constraints expressed in the DTD. DTD supports parsed and unparsed data, and a 
revalidating DOM parser ensures that the parsed data is syntactically valid. A valid XML 
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document, therefore is syntactically correct for all the parsed entities specified in the DTD. 
DTD allows for unparsed data, which can be processed by a custom parser. In our application, 
the constraints and filters are unparsed data for the XPSL DTD. 
For example, an XPSL query that picks out all the classes in a given software system can 
be written as: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType name="Class"/> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
The XPSL specification [18] allows for multiple queries within the same XPSL query specifi-
cation document, and nested levels of queries. An illustrative example that picks out all classes 
in a software system, and for each class, finds all its ancestors in the inheritance hierarchy, can 
be composed as follows: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
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<pointcut name="ClassIterate" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Ancestors" kind="Select"/> 
<From value="ClassIterate .ancestors () "/> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
The formal XPSL query input format specification is expressed by the XPSL DTD given 
in Appendix C. 
2.3.2 Tool Design 
We now describe the considerations that drives the design philosophy of the tool. When 
implementing a tool as proposed, we have two main design alternatives to choose from. 
One alternative is to implement a tool that would take an XPSL query specification as 
input, and then analyze the codebase to produce matching constructs in code. The tool would 
be an interpreter of the XPSL query specification language. This approach has the advantage 
that we can achieve an improved performance for the execution of the tool we have in mind. 
However, the implementation of the tool as a closed, monolithic program has the disadvan-
tage that extension of the tool is not quite easy. This will involve minute code level changes 
in the tool, and possibly extensive testing before redeployment. 
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The second alternative is to build the tool as a translator, which will convert the XPSL 
query specification to an equivalent specification in a target language of choice. By doing so, 
we have the advantages that 
1. The tool design is more elegant and divides naturally into passes. 
2. It is easy to implement functionality needed for base-level and analysis-based queries 
as a library of functions in the target format. This makes it comparatively easy to 
extend the tool to support additional functionality. It can be achieved by the addition 
of new routines in the target language, while leaving the translation mechanism itself, 
unchanged. 
3. It is possible to leverage the functionality available in the target language technology into 
the tool. Low-level optimizations that are available in the target language processing 
engines can thus be made use of, without having to incorporate these optimizations in 
the translator itself. 
Thus, we have decided to design the tool as a translator, rather than an interpreter. The 
translator will take in the XPSL query specification as input, and output equivalent code in a 
target langauge of choice. The choice of target language is the subject of the next section. 
2.3.3 Target Language Selection 
Once we have chosen the mechanism of a translator, the question remains as to what the 
taxget language should be. There are two main XML technologies in which the taxget code 
can be generated, viz. XSLT and XQuery. 
XSLT is a rule-based transformation language that transforms XML documents to a docu-
ment in a possibly different format. XSLT has the advantages that it is a comparatively stable 
standard, with sophisticated tool support and full XPath [29] compliance. 
The XML Query language (XQuery) [32] is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recom-
mendation to fill the niche need of a query language to process XML databases. Using XQuery 
as the target language has multifarious advantages. 
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• We will benefit from the advantage of a language that is expected to become the standard 
for querying XML databases. This would ensure that we can benefit from the advantages 
of the features in XQuery, and we could choose to promote them into the XPSL language 
specification. 
• XCIL code bases, like most XML databases, tend to be of huge sizes. By ensuring that the 
target language is one that is expected to be widely deployed for mining large databases, 
we get the benefit of low-level optimizations for free. The research in the VLDB (Very 
Large Databases) community is extensive with regard to query optimization, and these 
features might eventually find their way into XQuery engines without changes in the 
language specification. The choice of the target language thus ensures that we do not 
have to do XML-based optimization, which leaves us free to do code-specific optimization. 
• XQuery has support for XML Schema. This would help in an extension of XPSL to 
include types. This is however, unimplemented work, though it is anticipated that a 
type system might be useful. 
• We can look at the code base as a relational database, which is a useful approach, because 
often the matching of patterns involve information from one node being used as a "key" 
to be matched with values in other nodes. It is intuitive to think of the XPSL Query as 
being similar to an SQL Query and formulate the query correspondingly. 
• Multiple documents can be handled using XQuery. This is useful because with the XCIL 
specification, the source correspondence of the different XCIL nodes is maintained in a 
separate file called "Source Correspondence" file. The data flow analysis results is stored 
in a file different from either. To correlate information from one document to another, 
it is useful to have a query language that helps us express the relations in a natural way, 
and XQuery does this adequately. 
Moreover, when generating the equivalent target code for the input specification, it is 
easier to generate XQuery code when compared to XSLT code, and it is easier to inspect the 
generated XQuery code than the XSLT code. This is mainly due to the fact that the scoping 
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in XPSL can be emulated using functions in XQuery, but in XSLT, we have to use modes, 
which is inelegant for our purposes. 
On the basis of the reasons outlined above, we have chosen XQuery as the target language. 
2.3.4 Output Format 
The choice for output format is comparatively limited. The XPSL query component is part 
of a toolchain, and it is crucial that the output format is one that other tools in the toolchain 
can analyze. Keeping with the philosophy of using an XML-based data format, the output of 
a query is also given in XML . 
The structure of the output document is described as follows: 
Corresponding to each query in the specification document, there is a node in the output 
document. The name of the output node is the same as the name of the query. The output 
node occurs in the same nesting level in the output document, as the nesting level of the query 
node in the input document. 
There are two kinds of pointcuts supported in the current version of XPSL query compo- 
nent, viz. Select and Iterate pointcuts. There are two ways of representing the matching 
XCIL nodes, one associated with each kind of pointcut. 
2.3.4.1 Result of a SelectPointcut 
For a SelectPointcut, associated with the output node, is a child node with node name 
"value" . This node has the set of XCIL nodes matching the query, as its children. 
Thus, every output node contains in its subtree, the nodes in the XCIL input codebase, 
which match the query. 
For example, a query with the following format 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
</Query> 
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will result in an output node of the form: 
<Classif iers> 
<value> 
.. All Classes in the software . 
</value> 
</Classifiers> 
2.3.4.2 Result of an IteratePointcut 
The IteratePointcut starts executing on a sequence of nodes. For an IteratePointcut, as-
sociated with the output node, will be a sequence of nodes each having node name "iter" . 
There will be an "iter" node for each element in the sequence that matches the constraint. 
Each "iter" node has a node named "value" which contains the XCIL node which matches the 
query. 
For example, a query with the following format: 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classif iers" kind="Iterate"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
</Query> 
will result in an output node of the form 
<Classif iers> 
<iter> 
<value> 
... Class 1 ... 
</value> 
</iter> 
<iter> 
<value> 
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. . . Class 2 . . . 
</value> 
</iter> 
</Classif iers> 
For any queries nested within another query, the output nodes will be correspondingly 
nested. 
To summarize, the realization of XPSL Query component is done through a translator. 
The translator takes an XPSL Query Specification as input and converts it into an equivalent 
query in the XML query language. The mining of the XCIL code base for matching nodes is 
done by an XQuery engine. The output is an XML document, with the same nested structure 
as the query, with the query names being associated with the corresponding result. 
2.4 Tool Architecture 
The design of the language is motivated by the XML-based intermediate representation of 
code, XCIL [17] that forms the foundation of the KCS tool-chain of softwaxe. The design of 
XPSL Query Component is one of layered abstractions. At the very bottom is a base layer of 
abstraction which allows the query writer to access the information present in the intermediate 
representation of code, with the help of a library of functions. The language mechanism then 
allows the user to deal with higher levels of abstractions based on queries already defined. 
The components of this layered abstraction axe outlined below. 
2.4.1 Base Abstractions and Base-Level Libraries 
The base functionality of XPSL Query Component allows the user to access the annotation 
detail present in the the XCIL representation of the code. This is done with the help of a 
library of functions. The implementation of this library is detailed in chapter 4. The goal of 
the library is to provide a set of routines that will allow the user to perform the most common 
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queries with ease. The functionality supported by the base level library is listed in Appendix 
A. Currently we support base level library calls which do not require data-flow analysis. 
The design of the libraries follow the UML metamodel hierarchy of the XCIL represen-
tation. The UML metamodel hierarchy defines the various concepts in the UML metamodel 
[24] . Each XCIL entity has attributes, association ends and composite ends related to it. The 
attributes are properties that are characteristic to the XCIL entity. Associations model bi-
nary relationships between XCIL entities. Composite Ends represent a part in the whole-part 
relationships between XCIL entities. 
The base-level libraries provided by the XPSL language specification provide a host of 
routines, that allow the user to access the attributes, the association ends and composite 
ends related to an XCIL entity. The library is an abstraction of the details of the XCIL 
implementation. However, this abstraction is not of a very high degree. The library is just an 
access mechanism for the information readily available in the XCIL representation. 
2.4.2 Utility Library 
XPSL comes also with a set of routines that stand at a higher level of abstraction from the 
library routines outlined in the previous section. These library routines provide a facility for 
the programmer to do the most common tasks that he/she needs, with ease. The construction 
of the library routines is based upon the base-level library routines. The common tasks that 
are provided by this layer include the following. 
• Navigating inheritance hierarchies. 
• Finding out the overriding/overridden operations. 
• Finding the overloaded routines of a class. 
This library has been designed with a view to supporting the patterns present in the pattern 
catalog. The choice of functions in this list of routines is, hence, empirical. The choice has 
been made so that XPSL can search for a useful subset of the catalog of patterns described in 
[16] . 
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One of the cardinal features of the XPSL query component implementation is that it is 
flexible enough that this layer can be expanded just by adding routines to it. This is one of 
the provisions in XPSL for future design extensions. 
The layer is, therefore, just a convenient library of routines that implements the repetitive 
tasks that a query writer might require. If this layer is found inadequate for a particular task, 
a user can choose to either extend the library of functions, or compose a query based on the 
base-level library routines. 
The libraries form the nucleus upon which queries are composed. 
2.5 Structure of an XPSL Query Specification 
The core of the XPSL Query Component is the mechanism that allows the user to define 
queries which are built upon the libraries described hitherto. 
The simplest XPSL Query Specification is that which contains only one query (pointcut 
definition). In such a query, there is only one level of query. Such a query will be referred to 
henceforth as a "basic query (pointcut definition)". A basic query (pointcut definition) is one 
that is not nested within another query (pointcut definition). 
We illustrate the structure with examples. For instance, the following is an XPSL Query 
Specification involving just one basic query. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select "/> 
<ElementType name="Class"/> 
<Constraint value="exists(Method.name() _ 'getX') "/> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
This pointcut has the following components. 
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1. Kind of Pointcut: This is the value of the attribute "kind" of any query. The kinds 
currently supported are Select pointcut and Iterate pointcut. Select pointcut returns 
the set of the matching nodes from the input document, while Iterate pointcut returns 
a sequence of matching nodes from the input document, in a nested tree structure as 
explained in section 2.3.4.2. 
2. Name: This is the value of the attribute "name" of any query. In database terminology, 
this can be viewed upon as a key which is associated with the result of this query. 
3. ElementType: For any outermost query, this specifies the context from which the match-
ing nodes will be selected. For this query, ElementType is "Class" which means that the 
result of this query will be a subset of the set of classes in the XCIL file, which match the 
constraint specified in the query. A special keyword, "All" specifies that all the nodes in 
the XCIL document will be subject to the pattern search. 
4. Constraint: This part specifies a filter on the context of execution. Only those elements in 
the context (as specified by ElementType for a basic query), which satisfy the constraint, 
go into the result set. In this case, the constraint will be satisfied by all classes in which 
there is a method by the name getX. The function Method .name () is a base-level library 
routine, and exists () is a utility library routine which applies the existential quantifier, 
`~', to a set. 
Any query in XPSL will result in a set or sequence of matching nodes, each element of 
which satisfies the constraint, from the XCIL representation of the code. 
The language allows for multiple basic queries Each basic query must have a ,distinct 
name, as in the following specification. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="tJ'rF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
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<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select "/> 
<ElementType name="Class"/> 
<Constraint value="exists (Method .name () _ ' getX') "/> 
</Query> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="AllExceptions" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType name="Class"/> 
<Constraint value="Class . is_of _type ("Exception") "/> 
</Constraint> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
The first query is the same as the one in the previous illustration, and the second query 
picks out all the exceptions in the software. The query behaves as the one before it, and the 
result of the XPSL is an XML document whose format has been discussed in section 2.3.4. 
The XPSL language specification also allows for queries nested within other queries. This 
is ablock-structured mechanism. Every nested query introduces a new level of nomenclature. 
The names introduced in a nested level have an existence in the level and in any of the queries 
nested within it, and overrides any enclosing query with the same name. Every query at the 
same level of nesting within the same basic query should have distinct names. 
Associated with the idea of nested levels of queries, there is also that of axes. Any reference 
to a query made by another, can be classified as belonging to either of absol~cte axis or relative 
axis. Absolicte Axis is the reference to a query where the resolution starts from the basic 
query of the referred query. Relative axis is the reference to a query such that the resolution 
starts from the referring query. Associated with these relative axis, axe the two keywords self 
and parent. self refers to the referring query. parent refers to the query that immediately 
encloses the referring query. 
A formal specification of the XPSL is given by the Document Type Definition (DTD) 
affixed as Appendix C. 
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XPSL has two significant deviations from the block structure commonly seen in block-
structured programming languages. 
1. XPSL provides an elaborate scope resolution, by which it is possible to refer to queries 
at any level of nesting in any query. Also, it is possible to refer to an overridden entity 
(i.e. a name of an outer enclosing block which has the same name as an inner enclosing 
block of the current block context) with a scope resolution mechanism which uses the 
absolute axis of reference instead of the relative axis. 
2. Constraints of an outer query may refer to the name of an inner query. i.e., Constraints 
may refer to any subtree of the nested structure, but may not refer to an enclosing query. 
Informally, the lookup of query names are up the subtree, while the constraints may be 
defined referring down its subtrees. 
This precludes the possibility of recursive references. This is a limitation on the querying 
power, however, it is found to be adequate in practice for the patterns we consider [16] . It is 
believed that restricting the language thus can pave the way for later optimization efforts. 
2.5.1 Flow of Information in a Query 
We define three concepts for this discussion. 
The context o f execution of a query is the forest of XCIL nodes it starts executing with. 
The worl~ing set of a query is a filtered set of nodes defined in terms of the context of 
execution, the filter being specified by an element of kind "ElementType" or "From" . Note 
that the working set need not necessarily be a subset of the context of execution. The working 
set is entirely determined by the filter. Filters being absent, the working set defaults to the 
context of execution. The working set also acts as the context of execution for all the queries 
nested immediately within it. 
The result is that subset of the working set which satisfies the constraint specified in the 
query. If the constraint is absent, the result defaults to the entire working set. 
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For all the basic queries, the context of execution is the entire XCIL representation of the 
code. Every basic query has an ElementType. This is mandatory. This is a restriction imposed 
with type safety in mind, so that there might not be conflicts when the transformation part 
of XPSL is implemented. Though a keyword All provides a matching for any node kind in 
the XCIL document, it has been found inessential in practice. Thus the working set of a basic 
query is specified by an ElementType. 
For any nested query, the context of execution is the working set of its query that imme-
diately encloses it. The inner queries may optionally contain a From element, which specifies 
its working context. Optionally, each nested query has a constraint, which specifies the filter 
for the result nodes. 
Thus, context of execution is specified by enclosing queries, and the results are specified by 
constraints defined in terms of the nested queries and its working set. 
2.5.2 Constraints and Filters 
Constraints are Boolean expressions that specify that subset of the working set that go 
into the result. They are expressed in the "Constraint" nodes in an XPSL query specification. 
Filters are Boolean expressions that specify the working set in terms of the context of execution. 
They are expressed in the "From" nodes in an XPSL query specification. 
The XFSL constraints and filters are based on the Object Constraint Language (OCL) 
[24] . OCL is a formal language used to express constraints. Its goal is to provide a formal 
framework in which is easy to read and write queries. OCL is a pure expression language, 
therefore has no side effects. OCL is a typed language. 
Of the four basic types of OCL, viz. Real, Boolean, Integer and String, all are supported by 
XPSL. However, the current implementation described herein, supports only Boolean, Integer 
and String. Moreover, of the collection types in XPSL (taken from XQuery}, the current 
implementation supports only Sequence. 
Every constraint and filter is a Boolean Expression. As explained in the previous section, 
constraints may refer to the results of any inner queries, and the filters for the working set 
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may refer to any enclosing queries. 
At the atomic level, the constraints and filters are boolean expressions defined in terms of 
the library routines, or the results of other queries. 
Boolean Constraints may be developed from these atomic constraints in terms of the 
boolean operators "and" , "or" and "not" . XPSL also provides the quantifiers "forall" , the 
universal predicate quantifiers, which checks whether the boolean constraint is satisfied by 
every element in the working set, "exists" , the predicate existential quantifier, which checks 
whether some element in the working set satisfies the constraint, and "elementof" ,the operator 
that checks for membership in a set. 
XPSL provides aggregation methods to form filters and constraints based on the result of 
other queries. This difFers slightly from the XPSL specification. The OCL constraints select, 
reject and collect are unimplemented as their functionality can emulated using the existing 
facilities. The aggregation methods currently implemented in the XPSL query component are 
the following. 
1. size(): returns the number of elements in the result of a pointcut 
2. forall(Sequence, constraint): checks whether the boolean expression expressed in the 
constraint is satisfied by each item in the Sequence. 
3. exists(Sequence, constraint): checks whether the boolean expression expressed in the 
constraint is satisfied by any item in the Sequence. 
4. elementof(node, Sequence): checks whether the node is present in at least one position 
in the Sequence. 
5. itemat(Sequence, Integer): Returns the node in the Sequence at the position specified 
by the Integer. 
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CHAPTER 3. Sample Queries 
We motivate the discussion on the implementation of the translator with the help of some 
illustrative examples. The approach taken is to list a few XCIL examples, then construct their 
taxget representation in XQuery, so that it is possible to describe the functionality expected of 
the translator. Some sample Queries and their XQuery translations are given below: 
3.1 Q1: All the Classes in a Software System: Select 
This is a simple query that was used in section 2.2.2. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="tJ'TF-8"?> 
<DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType name="Class"/> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
XQuery is an expression language with provision for defining static contexts using pre-
defined functions. Static contexts are contexts that any query in the given program will be 
executing in [32]. The equivalent XQuery translation is as follows: 
define function func ($doc, $s) { 
for $sym in $s 
let $working_set :_ <value>{$doc//Class}</value> 
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let $symtab : = element Classif iers{$working_set} 
let $result :_ $working_set 
return 
<Classif iers> 
{$result} 
</Classif iers> 
} 
<result> { 
for $doc in document ("a4 . xcil" ) 
return func ($doc , $doc ) 
} </result> 
In this code, the top-level pointcut definition "Classifiers" has been represented as a static 
context function in XPSL. The working set has been converted into an XPath Expression that 
picks out the classes in a function. Since there are no constraints, the result of the query is 
the working set. 
This is the expected form of the translated code for the simplest kind of query -that which 
has only one top-level query, without any nested queries or constraints. 
3.2 Q2: Classes in a Software system: Iterate 
We have a query similar to the one above, except that we now have an IteratePointcut. 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classif iers" kind="Iterate"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
</Query> 
To implement the IteratePointcut to produce output as described in section 2.3.4.2, the 
XQuery target code should be generated as follows: 
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define function func ($doc, $s) { 
for $sym in $s 
for $working_set in $doc//Class 
let $symtab := element Classif iers{$working_set} 
let $result :_ $working_set 
return 
<iter> 
<value>{$result}</value> 
</iter> 
} 
<result> { 
for $doc in document ("a4 . xcil" ) 
return <Classif iers>func ($doc, $doc) </Classif iers> 
} </result> 
The salient differences between the generated codes for SelectPointcut and the Iterate-
Pointcut are as given below. 
1. In the function, the variable working~et is defined in terms of a f or instead of a let . 
This performs the desired iterative action. 
2. The result is wrapped in an iter node, and the results are consolidated at the calling 
site. This will format the output as desired in section 2.3.4.2. 
3.3 Q2: Ancestors of a Class 
We now look at a fairly complicated query, in which there are nested levels of queries. 
Here, we have a query in which we have to output the set of all ancestors of a given class . 
The XPSL query specification is as given below: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
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<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classif iers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="ClassIterate" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Ancestors" kind="Select"/> 
<From value="C1asslterate.ancestors()"/> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
This query introduces a problem that is central to the implementation of the tool, viz. 
scoping. The function names should be generated so that they follow the nested scoping 
mechanism of the query given. One way to achieve the efrect~ is through a systematic mangling 
scheme of function names. 
One way to generate the code is given below: 
define function 
Classifiers-ClassIterate-Ancestors_query($doc,$s) { 
for $sym in $s 
let $working_set := xq:ancestors($doc,$sym/value/child::*) 
let $symtab := element Ancestors{<value>{$working_set}</value>} 
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let $result :_ $working_set 
return 
<Ancestors> 
<value>{$result}</value> 
</Ancestors>/child::* 
} 
define function Classifiers-ClassIterate_query($doc, $s) { 
for $symbol in $s 
for $working_set in $s/value/child::* 
let $symtab := element iter{<value>{$working_set}</value>} 
let $AncestorsResult := Classifiers-C1assIterate-Ancestors_query( 
$doc, 
$symtab) 
return 
<C1asslterate> 
<iter><value>{$working_set}</value></iter> 
<Ancestors>{$AncestorsResult}</Ancestors> 
</Classlterate>/child::* 
ty 
} 
define function Classif iers_query($doc, $s) { 
for $sym in $s 
let $working_set :_ $doc//Class 
let $symtab := element Classifiers{<value>{$working_set}</value>} 
let $C1assIterateResult := Classifiers-ClassIterate_query($doc, $symtab) 
return 
<Classifiers> 
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<value>{ $working_set }</value> 
<C1assIterate>{$ClasslterateResult}</ClassIterate> 
</Classifiers>/child: :* 
} 
<result> { 
for $doc in document ("a4 . xcil" ) 
return 
<Classif iers>{Classif iers_query ($doc, $doc) }</Classif iers> 
} 
</result> 
The function xq :ancestors () is a library routine which returns all the ancestors of a 
given class in a given software. Each query in the query specification is represented as an 
XQuery function. However, we must take care to ensure that levels of nesting are respected 
when we generate the query. There should be no ambiguity in the calls generated to queries 
sharing a common name, but at distinct scoping levels in the query specification. This example 
illustrates the need for an emulation mechanism in the generated XQuery code for the scoping 
in XPSL. 
With these examples in mind, it is now possible to describe the role and mechanism of the 
translator. This is done in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4. The Translator 
The realization of XPSL Query component is done through a translator. The translator 
takes an XPSL Query Specification as input and converts it into an equivalent query in the 
XQuery language. The mining of the XCIL code base for matching nodes is done by an XQuery 
engine. 
4.1 Code Generation Strategy 
4.1.1 Emulating the Block Structure 
The target code in XQuery is generated so as to reflect the nested nature of the queries 
themselves. However, XQuery is not ablock-structured language; it can be best described as
an expression language [32]. Therefore the parser had to emulate the block structure of any 
XPSL Query Specification in XQuery using its static contexts. 
"The static context of an expression is the information that is available during static anal-
ysis of the expression, prior to its evaluation" [32]. The components of the static contexts that 
have been used in the XPSL Query Specification translator are the following. 
• In-scope Namespaces: This feature has been used to avoid designation conflicts among 
pointcuts with the same name occuring in different nested contexts. 
• In-scope functions: This feature has been used in two contexts. 
1. The entire base library and the utility libraries that form the nucleus of the con-
straint language axe implemented as in-scope functions in XQuery. This repertoire 
forms a part of the static context that any query is evaluated in. 
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2. The nested pointcut definitions are translated into a collection of functions that 
reflect the block structure of the query specification. This procedure is elucidated 
below. 
The dominant theme of the translation is to represent each .level of pointcut with a function 
in the XQuery prolog. The nested nature of the XPSL pointcut is emulated by a system of 
nomenclature of the functions. We have come up with a crude appellation scheme, which will 
ensure that there are no naming conflicts. 
The scheme is that for a nested pointcut, for each level of nesting, we produce a prefix for 
the function name which is composed of the pointcut name at that nesting level followed by a 
minus ("-") symbol. Thus a pointcut whose absolute path is 
Classifiers/inheritedOperations/moreVisibleOperation 
will be translated into a function with the following name: 
xq:Classifiers-inheritedOperations-moreVisibleOperation_query 
It should be clear that it produces unique names for all queries irrespective of their nesting 
levels. This stems from the simple fact that minus (-) is a valid symbol in an identifier name 
in XQuery, but we do not allow it in identifier names in XPSL. 
Once the nomenclature for the function is decided, translation can proceed in an obvious 
manner. The context of execution is passed by a symbol table mechanism to be described in 
the following section. The XCIL document is also passed along from level to deeper level. Once 
the context has been so affixed, translation is merely a question of mapping. This mapping 
is described in Table 4.1. The algorithm for translating an XPSL query into a corresponding 
XQuery function can be given. as 
1. Create a function name based on the absolute axis reference of the 
current query, with each nested level separated by a '-' 
2. The input parameters to the .function are the XCIL document and the 
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symbol table. 
3. Assign the context of execution of the query to the parent 
query context taken from the symbol table . 
4. Assign the working_set as specified by the "Element Type " or 
"From " node. For a SelectPointcut, working_set is defined using 
a "let " expression . For an IteratePointcut , working_set is defined 
us ing a "for " expression . 
5 . If there are queries nested within this query, then perform the 
inner queries by generating calls to the corresponding functions, 
assigning the results to distinct variables. 
6. Recursively process nested queries. 
7. Parse the constraints and form the result consisting of those nodes 
in the working_set which satisfy the constraint. 
4.1.2 Realizing Constraints and Filters 
As explained previously, constraints are defined in terms of atomic functions and composed 
with Boolean operators. An atomic method call is of the form 
receiver. methodN ame ( ) 
where receiver is an expression which may recursively be composed of results of other 
atomic calls. This call is translated into an XQuery function call of the form 
methodName($working~et, $symboltable) 
if the receiver is a pointcut reference, and to 
methodName(~working~et, receiver) 
if the receiver is an XCIL node. 
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For a Boolean Expression that makes use of the boolean operations, we use the facility 
provided by the XQuery "if" expressions. So, a constraint of the form 
receiver.methodName() <relop> ValueExpression 
which does not contain any of the Boolean operations "and" , "or" or "not" , is converted 
into an XQuery if expression of the form 
for $w in $working.set 
if (methodName($working~et, receiver)<relop> ValueExpression) 
then $w 
else () 
which picks out all the matching nodes in the working set. We call the code generated for 
expression E as codeE . 
We use a systematic scheme to translate the boolean operations "and" , "or" and "not" 
into equivalent XQuery expressions. 
For translating "or" , if the XPSL constraint is of the form 
Expr =Expr 1 or Expr2 
it will be translated into an XQuery "if" expression of the form 
for $w in $working.~et 
if (exists(codeExprl 
then $w 
else codeExpr2 
For translating "and" , if the XPSL constraint is of the form 
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Table 4.1 Mapping from XPSL Query Concepts to XQuery Equivalents 
From ~working~et 
ElementType ~working~et 
Inner Queries variables with the result of inner pointcut function calls 
Constraint XQuery "if" expression 
result "return" in an XQuery "FLWR" expression [32] 
Expr =Expr 1 and Expr2 
it will be translated into an XQuery "if" expression of the form 
for $w in ~working~et 
if (exists(codeExprl ~ 
then codeExpr2 
else () 
For translating "not" , if the XPSL constraint is of the form 
not Exprl 
it will be translated into an XQuery "if" expression of the form 
for $w in $working~et 
if (exists(codeExprl~ 
then () 
else $w 
The queries recursively composed in a similar fashion. 
This scheme has been chosen so that 
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1. It is possible to apply the filter to each node in turn and then compose the result as the 
sequence of the matching nodes . 
2. It implements the short-circuiting semantics for Boolean operations, which is a low-level 
optimization. 
4.2 Implementation of the XPSL Symbol Table 
The XPSL constraints and filters are a subset of the Object Constraint Language (OCL) 
proposed as an OMG standard. Because constraints and filters taken together essentially 
imply that any pointcut could potentially refer to any other pointcut subtree (except its sibling 
subtrees), we need a symbol table mechanism which would make such references possible. 
`1Ve therefore decided to implement the symbol table as an XML document, with each level 
of pointcut being represented at an equivalent level in the symbol table. 
Each pointcut has a representative element in the symbol table, with the element name in 
the symbol table reflecting the pointcut name. The XCIL nodes associated with the pointcut 
is represented in a child element named "value" . The nested queries are suitably represented 
by nested elements each of which follow the same structure. 
4.3 Implementation of the Parser-Translator 
An advantage of the adoption of XML as the format for specifying a query is that it is very 
easy to implement a parser for the language. There already are many flavors of XML parsers 
available. Adopting XML for XPSL, in essence, would mean that the effort in implementing a 
parser can be shifted from validation of the syntax and form of the document to the semantics 
of the query mechanism. 
The back-end parsing mechanism on which the XPSL parser was built, is a revalidating 
XML DOM (Document Object Model) parser. Revalidating XML parsers are those that can 
validate documents in memory, so that they can validate a document upon loading, or when 
a document is modified. DOM parsers are those that parse an XML document and build a 
tree in memory that represents the XML document. They are then capable of navigating and 
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modifying the tree. Though this approach is memory-intensive, it is justifiable in our case, 
since query specifications are usually small in size. 
Every XPSL specification is a "valid XML" document. A valid XML document is one that 
has an associated "Document Type Declaration" (DTD) such that the document complies 
with the constraints expressed in the DTD. DTD supports parsed and unparsed data, and a 
revalidating DOM parser ensures that the parsed data is syntactically valid. A valid XML 
document, therefore is syntactically correct for all the parsed entities specified in the DTD. 
DTD allows for unparsed data, which can be processed by a custom parser. In our application, 
the constraints and filters are unparsed data for the XPSL DTD. These will be parsed by an 
application-specific parser to be described below. 
In brief, the XPSL Query component is implemented as an XML parser that takes awell-
formed XML document, validates it against a DTD to ensure a degree of syntactic correctness, 
and then processes it further to generate the target code. 
The parser works in two passes over the XPSL document. The input to the first pass is 
the XPSL specification and the output is the symbol table. The inputs to the second pass are 
the XPSL specification and the symbol table, and the output is the query in XQuery. 
4.3.1 First Pass -Symbol Table 
The first pass is to determine the structure of the query and to store the information in 
a symbol table. The symbol table is an XML document that mirrors the nested structure of 
the XPSL Query specification. The symbol table makes a distinction between the two kinds 
of pointcuts in the following manner. 
• For a Select Pointcut, the node produced in the symbol table has an attribute called 
"kind" , which has value "Select" . The working set and the result are stored in a child 
node called "value" . Before the execution of any inner query, this node will contain the 
set of nodes that will form the worl~ing set, which is also the context of execution of any 
nested query. After the execution of all inner queries and the application of the constraint 
to the results of the inner queries and the wording set, "value" will contain the result. 
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Any nested query is represented in the symbol table as a child node of the node for the 
pointcut. 
• For an Iterate Pointcut, the "kind" attribute of the node produced in the symbol table 
has value "Iterate" . There are a sequence of child nodes for this node, each called "iter" . 
Iterate pointcut is supposed to iterate over a sequence of nodes, applying the constraints 
to each of the nodes in turn, and return a sequence of results. For each element in the 
sequence itertated over, there is a child node "iter" produced. The "iter" node has a 
child node called "value" . The worl~ing set and the result are stored in a child node 
called "value" . Before the execution of any inner query, this node will contain the set of 
nodes that will form the worl~ing set, which is also the context of execution of any nested 
query. After the execution of all inner queries and the application of the constraint to 
the results of the inner queries and the worl~ing set, "value" will contain the result. 
Any nested query is represented in the symbol table as a child node of the node for the 
pointcut. 
In this pass, it is impossible to predict the number of nodes in the iteration sequence, 
hence the policy adopted is to generate one "iter" node so that the second pass can refer 
to this structure. 
4.3.2 Second Pass -Generating the XQuery Query 
The second pass utilizes the symbol table and the input specification to produce the target 
code. The second pass uses the XPSL Query specification to generate a set of functions with a 
system of nomenclature that emulates the nested structure of the XPSL Query (section 3.2.1) . 
This functionality requires the XPSL Query specification. 
The symbol table is required for the purpose of resolving path references in the constraints. 
The path reference can be an absolute axis of reference or relative axis of reference. Relative 
Axis is identified by the use of "self" as the first component in the path reference. The keyword 
"parent" in the relative axis refers to the immediately enclosing query. To generate the query, 
we have to resolve path references in either axis to get the pointcut referred to. 
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If the lookup fails on the XPSL symbol table, the Query engine assumes that the reference 
is to an XCIL node. For instance, when the function called is "self.Method.name()" - if there 
is no child pointcut named "Method" for the current pointcut, then the reference is to the 
XCIL "Method" node. 
With these considerations, the query is generated with the correspondence described in 
Table 4.1. 
4.4 Choice of the XQuery Engine 
Once the query is generated, it is processed by a third-party XQuery engine. The engine 
that we use is "galax" [8] . Galax was selected because of its compliance to the XQuery 1.0 
standards. 
There is an experimental feature in "galax" called "projection" [23]. The goal of projection 
of documents is to produce a subset of the document from which the results of the query 
could possibly come from. This involves an analysis of the query, and is done as a first pass. 
This process considerably increases the capability of handling large documents [23] . This 
demonstrates the claim that using XQuery as the target representation helps us benefit from 
the low level optimizations done by the XQuery processing engines. 
However, this tool is still inadequate to handle large XCIL databases. It is expected that 
with the maturity of the XQuery technology, we can replace our current choice with a better 
processing engine. 
We now give an example of how an XPSL query and its generated target code. 
4.5 Example XPSL Query: Inherited Operations with Different Visibility 
The following example has been taken from the pattern catalogue of high-assurance software 
patterns [16J . The patterns that follow are concerned with subtyping rules and the formal 
specification of interfaces as contracts. 
The problem here is to assure that the given piece of software conforms to the Liskov 
Substitution Principle. The Liskov Substitution Principle states that "If for each object of of 
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type S there is an object o2 of type T such that for all programs P defined in terms of T, the 
behavior of P is unchanged when of is substituted for o2 then S is a subtype of T." . This is 
a statement about the design of inheritance hierarchies. It essentially states that a program 
module which uses an object belonging to a base class, should be able to obliviously replace it 
with an object belonging to a subclass of the base class. 
One of the ways to ensure that the Liskov Substitution Principle is not violated at the 
language level, is what is known as the "Simple Overriding Rule" . This states that "an 
operation may redefine an inherited operation, and a method may implement an operation 
so long as: changes to its signature do not violate the Liskov Substitution Principle (LSP), 
and dynamic dispatch is based on the run time types of all input parameters whose types 
are subtyped" . Specifically, this means that if a subclass method overrides a method in the 
superclass, then it can provide more visibility, and raise fewer errors, than the overridden 
method. 
The pattern given below checks for all overriding methods that provide a different visibility 
from the overridden operation. This is one of the certification patterns described in [16] . 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM 
"XPSL.DTD"> <Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType name="Class"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="ClassIterate" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Constraint 
value="exists (self /InheritedOperations/OperationIter/MVO) "/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="InheritedOperations" kind="Select"/> 
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<From value="parent.inheritedOperations()"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Operationiter" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="MVO" kind="Select"/> 
<Constraint 
value="self .visibility ( ) ! = self . overriddenOp () .visibility () "/> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
The query can be paraphrased as "For each class in the software, for all the inherited 
operations in the class, pick aII the inherited Operations of the class who have a greater visibility 
than the overridden operation. Return those Classes which have such violating operations. 
The XQuery translation looks like: 
define function 
xq:Classifiers-C1assIterate-InheritedOperations-
OperationIter-MVO_query 
($doc,$s) 
{ 
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for $sym in $s 
let $working_set :_ $s/value/child::* 
let $symtab := element MVO{<value>{$working_set}</value>} 
let $result :_ $working_set 
return 
<MVO> 
<value>{ 
for $w in $working_set 
return 
if (exists(if 
(xq:visibility($doc,$w)!= 
x q:visibility($doc,xq:overriddenOp($doc,$w))) 
then $w 
else () ) 
then ($w) 
else ( ) 
}</value> 
</MVO>/child::* 
} 
define function 
xq:Classifiers-C1assIterate-InheritedOperations-OperationIter_query 
($doc,$s) 
{ 
for $symbol in $s 
for $working_set in $s/value/child::* 
let $symtab := element iter{<value>{$working set}</value>} 
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let $MVOResult :_ 
xq:Classif iers-ClassIterate-InheritedOperations- 
Operationiter-MVO_query( 
$doc, 
$symtab) 
return 
<OperationIter> 
<iter> <value>{ 
for $w in $working_set 
return 
if (true() ) 
then ($w) 
else () 
}</value> </iter> 
<MVO>{$MVOResult}</MVO> 
</OperationIter>/child::* 
} 
define function 
xq:Classifiers-ClassIterate-InheritedOperations_query($doc,$s) 
{ 
for $sym in $s 
let $working_set := xq:inheritedOperations($doc,$sym/value/child::*) 
let $symtab := element InheritedOperations{<value>{$working_set}</value>} 
let $OperationIterResult :_ 
xq:Classiffers-ClassIterate-InheritedOperations- 
Operationiter_query($doc, $symtab) 
return 
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<InheritedOperations> 
<value>{ 
for $w in $working_set 
return 
if (true () ) 
then ($w) 
else ( ) 
}</value> 
<OperationIter>{$OperationIterResult}</OperationIter> 
</InheritedOperations>/child::* 
} 
define function xq:Classifiers-ClassIterate_query($doc, $s) 
{ 
for $symbol in $s 
for $working_set in $s/value/child::* 
let $symtab := element iter{<value>{$working_set}</value>} 
let $InheritedOperationsResult :_ 
xq:Classif iers-ClassIterate-InheritedOperations_query( 
$doc, $symtab) 
return 
<ClassIterate> 
<iter> <value>{ 
for $w in $working_set 
return 
if (xq: exists ($doc , xq: constraint4 ($symtab)) ) 
then ($w) 
else ( ) 
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}</value> </iter> 
<InheritedOperations>{ 
$InheritedOperationsResult}</InheritedOperations> 
</ClassIterate>/child::* 
} 
define function xq: Classif iers_query ($doc , $s) 
{ 
for $sym in $s 
let $working_set :_ $doc//Class 
let $symtab := element Classifiers{ 
<value>{$working_set}</value> 
} 
let $C1assIterateResult :_ 
xq:Classif iers-C1assIterate_query($doc, $symtab) 
return 
<Classif iers> 
<value>{ 
for $w in $working_set 
return 
if (true () ) 
then ($w) 
else ( ) 
}</value> 
<C1assIterate>{ 
$ClassIterateResult} 
</ClassIterate> 
</Classif iers>/child::* 
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} 
define function xq: constraint4 ($symtab) 
{ 
for $n in $ symt ab 
let $nl :_ $n/InheritedOperations/value 
return $nl/value 
} 
<result> 
{ 
for $doc in document("test2.xcil") 
return 
<Classifiers>xq:Classif iers_query($doc,$doc)</Classif iers> 
} 
</result> 
This query is interesting because it represents a pattern that cannot be expressed using the 
level of expressivity available in most of the popular Aspect-Oriented systems available today. 
The pattern expressed is quite general - it picks out any operation of any class, querying the 
operation based on its visibility attribute. This query is demonstrative of the power of the 
querying methodology that we propose. 
These queries were executed on some synthetic examples created to test the correctness 
of the query. A list of the queries that were executed can be found in Appendix B. Some 
empirical observations about the execution of the queries on the examples are described in the 
next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5. Empirical Observations 
We affix a brief section with some empirical observations about the of the implementation 
of the XPSL Query component. We attempt to attach a brief case study of the power of the 
langauge in practice, present the manner in which the software scales with size, both of the 
.query and the input code-base. 
5.1 Comparison of Expressivity of XPSL vis-a-vis that of Aspect) 
One of the motivating design considerations of the XPSL query component is have more 
expressive queries than can be composed in most Aspect-Oriented languages. In addition to 
the search capabilities provided with most Aspect-Oriented Programming languages available 
today, XPSL queries provide 
• Ability to have finer granularity of analysis of code, and 
• Ability to have more expressive queries 
It is possible to compose queries based on the features of code at the block level, statement 
level and expression level. 
It would be instructive to compare the expressivity of the XPSL with that of the most 
mature of the Aspect-Oriented Programming languages in vogue, viz. Aspect) [22] . The 
efficacy of the XPSL tool is demonstrated by composing queries of two kinds: one which can 
be composed in Aspect), and the other kind which cannot be composed in Aspect). 
The queries of the first kind included queries such as 
1. Finding all classes in a software 
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2. Finding all implementing classes of a method 
3. Finding all non-dispatching calls to a method 
4. Identifying all methods with matching signatures 
In addition, there were queries that were executed that go beyond the capabilities of current 
Aspect-Oriented Programming Languages. Two instances of such queries are 
1. Finding all inherited operations of a subtype that differ in visibility from the operation it 
overrides. This query has been described in detail in section 4.5. The pattern expressed 
is quite general - it picks out any operation of any class, querying the operation based 
on its visibility attribute. This query demonstrates the expressive power of the query 
component of XPSL. It is not possible to express a query exhibiting such a general 
characterization, in AspectJ. 
2. Finding all for loops in which the iterator variable has been reassigned in the body of the 
loop. This is one of the patterns mentioned in [16] . The pattern is considered avoidable 
since it makes it difficult to reason about the loop statically. A complete solution which 
picks out all violations, is undecidable. However, static data flow analysis can make 
conservative predictions about possible violations. To demonstrate the fact that it is 
possible to compose useful queries at the block level in XPSL, we have composed a 
simple query which picks out all for loops in which any iterator variable occurs on the 
left side of any assignment expression. This is just a first pass at the problem that we 
intend to tackle. The significant point, however, is that the framework is more powerful 
than AspectJ, since the query cannot be expressed in AspectJ. 
The XPSL query specifications for the queries described here are listed in Appendix B. 
5.2 Extensibility of the Tool 
One of the design considerations of the tool was the ease in the extension of the tool. 
Because of the selection of XQuery as the target language, it was anticipated that the extension 
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of the tool would be done with comparative ease. This expectation has been borne out in 
practice. It was possible to extend support from the class level and member function level to 
the block level and expression level just by adding XQuery library routines, without making 
intrusive modifications to the existing library routines or the translation mechanism. It is 
anticipated that when the data-flow analysis is available, it would be possible to extend the 
framework in a similar fashion just by adding routines. 
5.3 Performance 
Though the current tool is viewed largely as a proof of concept, it is nevertheless interesting 
to have actual measurements of the time taken in executing various queries. The time for 
execution of the query involves two components, viz. the time taken to translate the XPSL 
specification into the XQuery query, and the time taken to execute the XQuery query using a 
third-party tool. The first component is a comparatively small cost that has to be paid once 
for every query. The second component is the one that is significant. Our aim here is not 
to scrutinize the performance of the third party tool, but to holistically justify the translator 
approach to the tool. Absolute magnitudes of the time taken are not considered important, 
since they are highly machine-dependent. What is more interesting is to see how the execution 
time scales with respect to the varying parameters like code size and complexity of the query. 
5.3.1 Axes of Measurement 
A cursory analysis of the mechanism of the query component will reveal two independent 
axes on which the processing time depends. One relates to the size and the complexity of the 
XPSL query itself, and the other relates to the size of the XCIL input base. 
5.3.2 Query Complexity 
By Query complexity, we mean the inherent intricacy in a query that influences the pro-
cessing time. To measure the increase in response time that accrues in processing a more 
complex query, we have to define what it means for one query to be more complex than an-
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other. Since this is an area that is quite unexplored, the proposal here for measuring the 
complexity is invariably simplistic, and draws inspiration from works on measuring query per-
formance for databases. A full theoretical treatment of the problem is beyond the scope of this 
work. However, we have come up with a working classification of queries based on the amount 
of processing steps needed to determine a match. 
The simplest queries are those that query on an attribute, or an association or a composite 
part of the whole-part relationship. As such, these queries are those that involve a base library 
call, and a comparison. We consider this a unit processing step. This class of queries typically 
requires just one scan of the XCIL document. 
At the next level are queries that are associative -that involve akey-value relationship. 
This involves extracting keys and searching for values. If we consider extracting keys as one 
step, searching for the value based on the key depends on the input tree size. This class of 
queries requires a constant number of scans of the XCIL document, typically two. 
Still more complex are the queries that require recursive traversal of multiple nodes in the 
inheritance hierarchy of the software till a base condition is met. The number of scans of the 
XCIL document is variable, depending on the base condition. 
As per the above classification, the queries appended to the thesis can be listed in their 
increasing order of complexity as 
1. Ql: List all classes in a given software. 
2. Q4: List all Non-dispatching calls to a given method. 
3. Q6: List all for loops with iterator reassignment. 
4. Q3: List all implementors of a given function. 
5. Q2: List all ancestors of a given class. 
6. Q5: List all inherited operations of all classes which have different visibility than the 
overridden operation. 
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Table 5.1 Execution Times versus Complexity of the Query 
Number Query Number in Appendix B Time 
1 Q1 0.390 seconds 
2 Q4 0.140 seconds 
3 Q6 0.370 seconds 
4 Q3 0.690 seconds 
5 Q2 0.680 seconds 
6 Q5 0.730 seconds 
Table 5.2 Execution Times versus Size of the Codebase 
Number Size in KiloBytes Time 
1 32 0.142 seconds 
2 46 0.430 seconds 
3 44 0.420 seconds 
Justifying our empirical classification, the execution time of the different queries on the 
same test document (16 KB in size) increases with the complexity of the query.l The execu-
tion times are tabulated in Table 5.1. There are deviations, which may be attributed to the 
difference in the number of matching constructs in the input file, for each query. 
Very recent research suggests that XPath expressions can be evaluated in polynomial time 
[20], and that it is P-hard. The paper shows Core-XPath without negation to be NC, and 
therefore highly parrallelizable. However, with very large data sizes, actual measurement, in 
addition to asymptotic analysis, is necessary. 
5.3.3 Size of Code-base 
It is also clear that with increasing size of the code base, an increase in the execution times 
is expected. The comparison of execution time of a fairly complex query (Q2 in Appendix B), 
on varying file sizes is tabulated in Table 5.2 
Though behaviour is linear, however, the noticeable feature is that the file sizes are not 
IAII examples were executed on a machine running Redhat 9 Linux, with a 1.4 GHz processor and having 
0.5 GB memory. 
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Table 5.3 Execution Times versus Optimization Levels 
Number Optimization Used Time 
1 None Crashed after 175.360 seconds 
2 Optimized Projection [23] 6.290 seconds 
3 Fall Optimization 2.035 seconds 
large. Our choice of the query processing engine invariably limits our capability to process 
large files. 
However, it is interesting to notice that low-level optimization features of a processing 
engine can be used to good effect when processing large files. The comparison for non-optimized 
processing and projection-optimized [23] query processing for a fairly large file (26 MB) is 
tabulated in Table 5.3 
This is demonstrative of the fact that low level optimizations are a big, free advantage 
when we have an optimized processing engine. 
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CHAPTER 6. Extensions 
This chapter outlines the directions for extending XPSL. 
6.1 Transformation Component 
XPSL, as originally described in {15], has a query component and a transformation compo-
nent in it. Taken together, it should emulate most Aspect-Oriented Programming languages 
closely, while extending them to patterns searchable in XPSL. A meaningful direction to pur-
sue is to implement the transformation component of XPSL. There are issues to be resolved 
before this can be done. There are two that the author considers to be of paramount import. 
1. Ensure that the pointcuts are compatible with the advice given for the pointcuts. As 
an illustration, it would not make sense to talk of parameters and return values in the 
advice, when the pointcut is one that picks out expressions. 
A notion of types of pointcuts is expected to be helpful. This would help in associating 
transformations with specific kinds of advice, so that run-time errors can be reduced. 
2. Formulate a composition mechanism for more than one transformation acting on a piece 
of code. Transformations may work well in isolation, but it may be so that when taken 
together, the transformation done by one will completely change the expected behaviour 
of others. Programming languages like Aspect) implement this facet gracefully, but 
since we aim to achieve a finer grain of analysis, it might require the definition of a 
transformation mechanism. An easy way to achieve the desired result is to ensure that 
the transformation done by an "aspect" preserves those characteristics of the code which 
may be the subject of other "aspects" . This is a subject that begs deeper consideration. 
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6.2 Incorporating Data Flow 
The XPSL Query component provided now, contains some primitive base library functions 
to incorporate the results of data-flow analysis into the query framework. At present, we can 
demonstrate only the power of this with respect to read-write analysis done without inter-
procedural analysis, and pointer analysis. This is due to the fact that the work is going on in 
parallel, and is as yet incomplete. 
Once the data flow analysis is available in its entirety, we can add libraries that can query 
the data-flow and present the user with the capability of forming queries based on data-flow. 
Examples include forward slicing and backward slicing on a variable. 
The XPSL primitives that deal with data-flow are df low () , df lowbelow () , df lowassigns ( ) 
[ls]. 
6.3 Notion of Types in XPSL ElementType 
This deals with a limitation of the current implementation of the XPSL Query component. 
The current XPSL "ElementType" is too restrictive. It picks out elements in XCIL by name. 
Aspect) provides two ways to extend this specification mechanism, viz. using regular 
expressions, and using the subtype patterns. In the case of XCIL, it would be desirable to pick 
out elements which are of the same type as described by the the XCIL metamodel hierarchy. 
As an illustrative example, we would like to write a pattern for all "Loop" constructs, and 
want it to work for all elements of type "ForLoop" , "WhileLoop" and "DoWhileLoop" . In the 
present scenario, we will have to write three pointcuts, one for each type. The usage of an 
XML Schema for XCIL is expected to be helpful. 
6.4 Optimization 
The target language being XQuery, it is easy to achieve the low-level optimizations possible 
on queries (like short-circuiting of Boolean expressions) . The Galax engine for XQuery, which 
has been used for executing the queries generated by the parser, has experimental features like 
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projection of XML documents [23], which are extremely useful optimization devices. 
However, we could go further. Ideas that could be explored include pruning the working 
set that an enclosing pointcut exposes to its inner pointcuts. This pruning could be achieved 
by looking into nested pointcuts in its full depth, and predicting what subset of the working 
set would satisfy the inner queries. This is a topic that requires deep study. 
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CHAPTER 7. Related Work 
We describe here some of the work related to the area of pattern searches in code. This 
chapter is elaborated under three heads, that of aspect-oriented programming, OMG Query-
View -Transformations and research work which explores the idea of viewing programs as 
databases. 
7.1 Aspect-Oriented Programming 
A recent revival of interest in the area of pattern searching has been due to the introduction 
of a new programming paradigm called Aspect-Oriented Programming [21] [2] . Aspect-Oriented 
programming concerns itself with "aspects" or "cross-cutting concerns" in software [21] . As-
pects are defined to be those concerns, which cannot be cleanly captured inside a generalized 
procedure. To quote [21], "Aspects tend not to be units of the systems functional decomposi-
tion, but rather to be properties that affect the performance or semantics of the components 
in systemic ways." 
Instances are concerns in the code like security, logging, performance enhancement etc. 
These concerns are usually such that they cut across the traditional module boundaries, and 
are prevalent in many parts of the code. 
Though there are abstraction mechanisms and design patterns to deal with many of the 
exigencies that arise in software design, many of them are artifices to make the design conform 
to the "dominant decomposition" [27] . For example, to capture the cross-cutting concern of 
logging, it is usual in Ob j ect-Oriented Software to have an object which does the logging, 
which is then used in the places where logging is to be done. This is not the most natural way 
to represent the cross-cutting concern, but we are forced to do this because of the constraint 
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imposed on us by the "dominant decomposition" of Object-Orientation. 
Therefore, the aspect-oriented programming community makes a clear distinction between 
components and aspects. Components are those properties which can be "cleanly" encapsu-
lated in the dominant decomposition. Aspects are cross-cutting concerns which, when encap-
sulated in the prevalent decomposition style, leads to tangled code. An insightful characteriza-
tion of cross-cutting concerns is found in [28], where they are described as properties which are 
orthogonal to a module's functionality, at the same time being "spread all over the program" . 
The goal of aspect-oriented programming is to provide a mechanism for the programmer 
to "abstract and compose [aspects] to produce the overall system." [21] . 
As a first step towards this new paradigm of programming, various languages have been 
proposed which as their stated aim, intends to add aspect-oriented programming functionality 
to existing languages. As of this writing, the most mature of these is Aspect) [221. Aspect) 
is an aspect-oriented extension to the Java Programming Language [11. Of similar flavour are 
languages like AspectC, which is an Aspect-Oriented extension of C, AspectC++ of C++, 
AspectR of Ruby, Aspects and Apostle of Smalltalk [21. 
Our approach towards the Query-transformation problem shares many important char-
acteristics with the aspect-oriented programming methodology, in as much that we are also 
concerned with searching for patterns in code and using them for transforming code, but there 
are some differences and enhancements. 
The main difference is that we aim at asource-language independent mechanism to search 
for patterns and do the transformations. One of the driving reasons for the aspect-oriented 
languages being developed as compatible extensions [221 to existing programming languages, 
is that the technique would be applicable to legacy code. The XCIL-based approach which 
XPSL adopts, aims to achieve the same goal in a language-independent manner. 
We also provide ablock-structured mechanism to compose queries, which bears similarity 
to the query languages like SQL which are in widespread deployment in databases. This, we 
believe, is a richer framework that makes it possible to express patterns in an elegant manner. 
The other differences are with respect to the additional features that we can search for, 
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since we provide also for blocks, statements as well as expressions to be searched for. This is a 
significant addition to the existing corpus of facilities provided by the more popular prototypes 
of aspect-oriented programming languages. 
One significant addition is the provision for the incorporation of the result of data-flow 
analyses into the query mechanism. This is, as far as we are aware of, a new direction in the 
aspect-oriented programming world. 
7.2 OMG Query/View 'Transformations 
Another initiative that excites a considerable amount of interest in the software community 
is the OMG Query/View/Transformation programme. Though it is in its nascent stages, with 
the proposals being invited, and a full year still to be over before the first draft is accepted, it 
is clear that the XPSL proposal bears a direct relationship to the problem. 
The terminology used by OMG, and the relation it bears to XPSL can be elucidated as 
follows. 
A query is an expression that is evaluated over a model. The result of the query might be 
one or more instances of types defined in the model, or defined by the query language [19] . 
A view is a model that is completely derived from another model [19] . The source model 
and the view are conjugates in that any change in the source model will cause a change 
corresponding changes in the view. Conversely, if the view can be written to/modified, then 
it causes corresponding changes in the source model. A query is a special kind of view, where 
the derived model cannot be modified. 
A transformation is a process that generates a target model from a source model. A 
transformed model may not necessarily be dependent on the source model. If the transformed 
model is independent of the source model, no relationship is extant between the source model 
and the transformed model. Otherwise, a transformation is a view . 
Thus a vie~,u is a special kind of transformation, and a query , a special kind of view . 
Though this document deals only with the Query component of XPSL, the XPSL specifi-
cation [18] in its entirety, encompasses also view and transformation mechanisms. The relation 
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between an XPSL Query and an OMG query is that an XPSL query characterizes asub-set 
of the source model, which is said to match the query. However, the results of an XPSL query 
may not be instances defined in the query language, unlike in the OMG model. 
Also, the choice of the base and utility library functions in XPSL is from the Object Con-
straint Language (OCL), which is an OMG proposal. It is expected that the final proposal 
would be built upon the OCL. 
A view in XPSL is primarily a way to present information extracted by a query. An XPSL 
query can be seen as a special kind of XPSL view, in which the result of the query is presented 
as such, and is not modifiable. A full treatment of the relation between XPSL views and OMG 
views, and that between XPSL transformations and OMG transformations, lies outside the 
scope of the present work. 
7.3 Programs as Databases 
The core concept involved in the implementation of the XPSL Query component is the 
idea that the program or the software can be viewed as a database which can be queried upon. 
This approach to the solution is a recurring one, whenever the question of proposing a tool 
for doing pattern searches in code is posed. We briefly survey some work which bears a close 
resemblance to the tool that we propose. 
Paul et al. [25] describes a tool that almost directly bears upon the work that we have 
done. The search mechanism proposed is a calculus called Source-Code Analysis (SCA) . It 
is a formal algebra to search and process the information present in the program language. 
The work is motivated by goals of a nature similar to that of the XPSL query component, 
namely, to utilize the information present in large legacy systems of code by viewing them as 
databases. There are significant differences, however. One is that the mechanism they use is 
an Object-Oriented database, and they confine themselves to the C programming language. 
In contrast, we utilize structured XML documents for data representation, and we aim at a 
reasonable level of language-independence, in so far as we conform to the OMG MOF model. 
The algebra proposed in [25] is significantly more formal in its treatment, and aims at 
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conciseness and greater power of expression. The aim of XPSL is to have a level of expressivity 
that programmers find useful. Compact representation of queries is an elusive goal due to the 
inherent verbosity of an XML-based representation. 
With regaxd to queries, SCA is a generalized order-sorted algebra. The idea here is that 
the queries deal with mathematical structures of many sorts (types), and a set of operators 
that are defined on these sorts. SCA has the power of a relational algebra extended with 
generalized transitive closure and sequence operators. 
Evaluation of SCA queries takes time at most polynomial in the size of the database. 
Research suggests that the time required for XPath evaluation may actually be polynomial 
in nature with regard to the size of the XML database it acts on [20~, therefore it is a good 
indication that the XQuery mechanism runs in time polynomial in the size of the database. 
This, however, is not necessarily good enough because of the sheer volume of the data that we 
deal with, and may involve the complexity of swapping and disk accesses which is hidden in 
the asymptotic analysis in [20]. 
A significant advantage that the XPSL approach has over the SCA approach is that since 
it uses XQuery, it gets low-level optimizations for free. 
7.4 Aspect-Oriented Logic Meta Programming 
Another work that relates to the XPSL Query component's approach of viewing programs 
as databases, is the elegant idea of "Aspect-Oriented Logic Meta Programming" [28] . This is 
a seminal work exploring the relation between aspect-oriented programming and logic meta 
programming. 
The idea explored is to consider Java programs as TyRuBa databases [28] . TyRuba is a 
Prolog variant, simplified for the specific use of reasoning about aspects and code weaving. 
Java programs are considered to be "quoted code blocks", which are treated as logical facts. 
Aspects are rules expressed about these facts. Code-Weaving is done in a parameterized 
manner according to the aspect. 
The power of this approach derives from the target framework of a logic programming 
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environment. Extensions to the language can be expressed as logic rules expressed in terms of 
the existing rules. The authors claim that this would imply that the language can be extended 
without meddling with the code weaving mechanism. 
Though this is an elegant approach to the aspect-oriented problem, we feel that the level 
of expressivity provided by the logic programming approach is not appropriate for our tool. 
One of the driving concerns of our tool is the certification of safety-critical software systems. 
It might not be entirely advisable in such situations to allow for an inference mechanism to 
perform wide-ranging invasive changes to code, without confirmation. We feel that the power 
given by XPSL balances between expressivity and the genuine concern about invasive code 
changes that are hard to track down. 
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CHAPTER 8. Conclusions 
We conclude with some observations about the efficacy of a pattern search language and a 
summary of the contributions of this research. 
8.1 Efficacy and Applicability 
The work on XPSL was originally motivated by a catalog of patterns for safety-critical 
avionics systems. XPSL is useful in such a scenario where the patterns to be searched for 
are of critical importance, and automated searches to assist the programmer can be of great 
value. It would also be interesting to know the impact of a XPSL on other popular software 
engineering paradigms. 
One of the more popular paradigms in vogue is software refactoring [5] . Refactoring is a 
philosophy of the evolution of software systems. It deals with the systematic changes that 
can be made to the internal structure of a software system, with little change in its external 
behaviour. To go to the full extent of refactoring, you have to have access to the syntactic 
and the semantic aspects of the program that is being analyzed. Pattern search and source 
transformation languages like XPSL can be invaluable in identifying the characterestics based 
on which refactoring can be automated to a large extent. 
Another interesting concept that deals with the evolution of software systems is "Extreme 
Programming" [7] . A crux of the methodology is test-driven evolution of software systems. 
Extreme Programming places a great importance on unit tests. A pattern search language as 
envisioned in XPSL can be used to extend and assist this aspect of the extreme programming 
concept, by having unit patterns, which can be locally enforced whenever changes are made. 
This would be useful, because we can have source-level patterns that may be enforced, in 
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addition to the unit testing that is done on the executable. 
Of late, the open source development model has also caught the attention of the software 
engineering community. Though a systematic and serious characterization of the software 
development process in the open source community is still lacking, the process is characterized 
by rapid changes and almost daily builds of the software. Here also, a sanity check can be 
ensured by languages like XPSL. However, the tool that supports XPSL query, in its current 
form, is too slow to adopt itself to the rapid build cycles that are characteristic of open 
source development. It is hoped that with improvement in the XQuery technology, the current 
limitations can be overcome. 
8.2 Contributions 
The subject matter of this thesis is the implementation of the query component of XPSL. 
We have come up with a precise, implementable version of the query specification that has 
been outlined in [18] . 
The XPSL Query component can search for the syntactic artifacts associated with the 
program text, and the semantic artifacts associated with the software architecture and control 
and data flow. Associated with the tool is a library of routines, upon which the queries can be 
composed. 
The architecture has been implemented on XML-based technologies. The design has been 
such that greater functionality can be attained by adding library routines, without having 
to change the composition mechanism that is the backbone of the querying mechanism. The 
output format is open-ended enough that it is possible to attain interoperability among various 
tools. 
Additional contributions of this work include a study into the ideas that go into extending 
the Query component to have a transformation mechanism as described in the XPSL specifi-
cation. 
An interesting avenue to explore would be to release the tool into a community of developers, 
and to get feedback on the tool, with a view towards incorporating the suggestions. 
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APPENDIX A. XCIL Features Accessible via XPSL Query Component 
Base-Level Libraries 
This appendix gives a list of XCIL conepts that are currently supported by the base-
level routines of the XPSL Query component. Those listed as "Supported" are completely 
searchable, those marked "Not Supported" have certain components which may not be searched 
on. "*" indicates that the XCIL feature is not present in all - XCIL document versions (for 
example, C++ and Java) and hence are not currently the subject of XPSL Queries. 
Number Feature XCIL reference Status 
1 Package 21 Supported 
2 Subsystem 22 Not Supported 
3 InitializeSubsystem 23 Not Supported 
4 StartSubsystem 23 Not Supported 
5 Main 23 Supported 
6 Core 
7 Component 24 Not Supported 
8 TranslationUnit 25 Supported 
9 SourceFile 25 Supported 
10 ExecutableComponentLibrary 26 Not Supported 
11 ModelElement 26 Supported 
12 Grammar 28 Not Supported 
14 TemplateParameter 29 Not Supported 
15 Binding 29 Not Supported 
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16 FriendRelationship 30 Supported 
17 Namespace 30 Supported 
18 Relationship 31 Supported 
19 GeneralizableElement 31 Supported 
21 Generalization 32 Supported 
22 Classifier 34 Supported 
23 Feature 38 Supported 
24 Field 39 Supported 
25 BehavioralFeature 40 Supported 
26 Attribute 42 Not Supported 
27 Operation 43 Supported 
28 Grammar 44 Not Supported 
29 InstanceOperation 45 Supported 
30 ClassOperation 46 Supported 
31 MethodType 46 Supported 
32 Grammar 47 Not Supported 
33 Method 48 Supported 
34 InstanceMethod 49 Supported 
35 ClassMethod 50 Supported 
36 Parameter 50 Supported 
37 TypeParameter 51 Supported 
38 Variable 52 Supported 
39 Constraint 53 Not Supported 
40 OclConstraint 53 Not Supported 
41 Language and tool mappings 54 Not Supported 
42 ReferenceType 54 Not Supported 
43 Interface 55 Not Supported 
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44 Class 56 Supported 
45 Union 58 Supported 
46 DiscriminatedUnion 59 Not Supported 
47 DataType 59 
48 StructuredType 60 
49 StructuredDataType 60 
50 AliasType 61 Not Supported 
51 AssociationEnd 62 Not Supported 
52 Thread 63 
53 RealTimeThread 64 
54 FixedPriorityThread 64 
56 StartThread 65 
57 Datatypes 
58 AggregationKind 65 Not Supported 
59 Boolean 66 Supported 
60 Ca1lConcurrencyKind 67 
61 ChangeableKind 68 
62 Character 68 Supported 
63 AsciiCharacter 69 Supported 
64 UnicodeCharacter 69 Supported 
65 Enumeration 69 Supported 
66 Related types 70 Supported 
67 EnumerationLiteral 70 Supported 
68 Integer 70 Supported 
69 Integer8 71 Supported 
70 Integerl6 71 Supported 
71 Integer32 72 Supported 
67 
72 Integer64 72 Supported 
73 Unsignedlnteger8 72 Supported 
74 UnsignedIntegerl6 73 Supported 
75 UnsignedInteger32 73 Supported 
76 UnsignedInteger64 73 Supported 
77 ShortIntegerl6Plus 74 Supported 
78 UnsignedShortIntegerl6Plus 74 Supported 
79 Integerl6Plus 75 Supported 
80 UnsignedIntegerl6Plus 75 Supported 
81 LongInteger32Plus 75 Supported 
82 UnsignedLongInteger32Plus 76 Supported 
83 Multiplicity 76 
84 Name 77 Supported 
$5 Number 78 Supported 
86 ~rderingKind 78 
87 ParameterDirectionKind 79 
88 Real 80 Supported 
89 Float 80 Supported 
90 Float32 81 Supported 
91 Float64 81 Supported 
92 UnspecifiedFloat 81 Supported 
93 UnspecifiedDouble 82 Supported 
94 UnspecifiedLongDouble 82 Supported 
95 Fixed 82 Supported 
96 ScopeKind 83 
97 StringValue 83 Supported 
98 AsciiStringValue 84 Supported 
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99 UnicodeStringValue 84 Supported 
100 UnlimitedInteger 84 Supported 
101 VisibilityKind 85 
102 COLLECTIONKIND 
103 Array 86 Supported 
105 Dimension 87 Supported 
106 ArrayElement 87 Supported 
107 Vector 87 Supported 
108 COMMONBEHAVIOUR 
109 Instance 88 Supported 
110 AddressableInstance 89 Supported 
111 Object 89 Supported 
112 Variablelnstance 90 Supported 
113 Ob jectFieldInstance 90 Supported 
114 ClassFieldInstance 91 Supported 
115 G1obalFieldlnstance 91 Supported 
116 ArrayElementlnstance 92 Supported 
117 VectorSliceInstance 92 Supported 
118 ArgumentInstance 92 Supported 
119 LocalVariableInstance 92 Supported 
120 MethodInstance 93 Supported 
121 InstanceMethodInstance 93 Supported 
122 ClassMethodInstance 93 Supported 
123 GlobalMethodInstance 94 Supported 
124 DataValue 94 Supported 
125 Exception 95 Supported 
126 CheckedException 95 Supported 
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127 UncheckedException 95 Supported 
128 ArithmeticException 96 Supported 
129 ArrayTypeMismatchException 96 Supported 
130 ClassifierInitializationError 96 Supported 
131 ClassifierResolutionError 96 Supported 
132 DivideByZeroException 97 Supported 
133 FieldResolutionError 97 Supported 
134 IndexOutOfBoundsException 97 Supported 
135 InstantiationError 97 Supported 
136 InvalidCastException 98 Supported 
137 MethodResolutionError 98 Supported 
138 NegativeArraySizeException 98 Supported 
139 NoSuchElementException 99 Supported 
140 Nu1lReferenceException 99 Supported 
141 OverflowException 99 Supported 
142 ReferenceResolutionError 99 Supported 
143 SecurityException 99 Supported 
144 OutOfMemoryError 100 Supported 
145 VariableResolutionError 100 Supported 
146 Signal 100 Supported 
147 ACTIONFOUNDATION 
148 Action 101 Supported 
149 Pin 103 Supported 
150 Statement 104 Supported 
151 Expression 105 Supported 
152 ExpressionStatement 105 Supported 
153 BinaryExpression 106 Supported 
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154 UnaryExpression 107 Supported 
155 ReferenceExpression 107 
156 ObjectReference 108 
157 VariableReference 108 
158 Ob jectFieldReference 109 
159 DynamicObjectFieldReference 110 
160 ClassFieldReference 111 
161 G1obalFieldReference 112 
162 ArrayElementReference 113 
163 VectorElernentReference 114 
164 VectorSliceReference 115 
165 ArgumentReference 116 
166 LocalVariableReference 117 
167 MethodReference 118 
168 InstanceMethodReference 118 
169 DynamiclnstanceMethodReference 119 
170 C1assMethodReference 119 
171 GlobalMethodReference 120 
172 OperationReference 120 
173 InstanceOperationReference 121 
174 C1assOperationReference 122 
175 GlobalOperationReference 122 Not Supported 
176 MethodOffset 122 Not Supported 
177 FieldOffset 123 Not Supported 
178 ReadDataElement 123 Not Supported 
179 ReadVariable 124 
180 WriteVariable 124 
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181 ConstantExpression 125 Supported 
182 Assign 125 Supported 
183 DirectAssign 127 Supported 
184 ComputeAndAssign 127 Supported 
185 MultiplyAssign 127 Supported 
186 DivideAssign 128 Supported 
187 RemainderAssign 129 Supported 
188 AddAssign 129 Supported 
189 SubtractAssign 130 Supported 
190 ShiftRightSignedAssign 130 Supported 
191 ShiftRightUnsignedAssign 131 Supported 
192 ShiftLeftAssign 131 Supported 
193 BitwiseAndAssign 131 Supported 
194 BitwiseXorAssign 132 Supported 
195 BitwiseOrAssign 132 Supported 
19fi PointerAssign 132 Supported 
197 DynamicInitialization 132 Supported 
198 COMPOSITEACTIONS 
199 Block 133 Supported 
200 LocalVariable 135 Supported 
201 Clause 136 Supported 
202 ConditionalStatement 137 Supported 
203 IfStatement 137 Supported 
204 SwitchStatement 138 Supported 
205 SwitchCase 139 Supported 
20fi DefaultSwitchCase . 140 Supported 
207 LoopStatement 140 Supported 
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208 DoWhileLoop 141 Supported 
209 ForLoop 141 Supported 
210 WhileLoop 143 Supported 
211 INITITIALIZECLASSES 
212 InitalizeClass 143 Supported 
213 CREATEANDDESTROYOBJECTS 
214 CreateOb j ect 144 Supported 
215 DestroyObject 145 Supported 
216 FinalizeOb ject 146 Supported 
217 InitializeOb jest 147 Supported 
218 IsClassified 148 Supported 
219 Box 149 Supported 
220 Unbox 150 Supported 
221 MemoryPool 151 Supported 
222 READANDASSIGNFIELDS 
223 ReadOb jectField 151 Not Supported 
224 ReadClassField 
r 
153 Not Supported 
225 ReadGlobalField 154 Not Supported 
226 AssignInstanceField 155 Not Supported 
227 AssignClassField 156 Not Supported 
228 AssignGlobalField 157 Not Supported 
229 READANDASSIGNCOLLECTIONS 
230 Concatenate 158 Not Supported 
231 CreateMultidimensionalArray 158 Not Supported 
232 CreateVector 159 Not Supported 
233 ReadArrayElement 160 Not Supported 
234 ReadVectorElement 162 Not Supported 
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235 ReadVectorLength 163 Not Supported 
236 ReadStringLength 164 Not Supported 
237 ReadVectorSlice 164 Not Supported 
238 AssignArrayElement 166 Not Supported 
239 AssignVectorElement 166 Not Supported 
240 READANDASSIGNARGUMENTS 
241 ReadArgument 167 Not Supported 
242 AssignArgument 168 Not Supported 
243 LOCALVARIABLES 
244 ReadLocalVariable 169 Not Supported 
245 AssignLocalVariable 170 Not Supported 
246 PREANDPOSTINCREMENT 
247 DecrementAndRead 171 Not Supported 
248 IncrementAndRead 172 Not Supported 
249 ReadAndDecrement 174 Not Supported 
250 ReadAndIncrement 176 Not Supported 
251 INDIRECTREADSANDASSIGNS 
252 Readlndirect 178 Not Supported 
253 AssignIndirect 178 Not Supported 
254 COMP.ACTIONFOUNDATION 
255 BooleanExpression 180 Supported 
256 CharacterExpression 180 Supported 
257 ConditionalExpression 181 Supported 
258 F1oatExpression 182 Supported 
259 IntegerExpression 182 Supported 
260 LiteralValue 183 Not Supported 
261 IntegerLiteral 184 Not Supported 
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262 FloatLiteral 184 Not Supported 
263 CharacterLiteral 184 Not Supported 
264 StringLiteral 184 Not Supported 
265 null 1$5 Not Supported 
266 NullAction 185 Not Supported 
267 NumericExpression 186 Supported 
268 SequenceExpression 186 Supported 
269 SizeOf 187 Supported 
270 StringValueExpression 188 Supported 
271 ADDRESSCOMPUTATIONS 
272 AddressableEntity 188 Not Supported 
273 Pointer 189 Not Supported 
274 ObjectPointer 190 Not Supported 
275 VariablePointer 191 Not Supported 
276 SimplePointer 191 Not Supported 
277 ElementPointer 191 Not Supported 
278 ObjectFieldPointer 191 Not Supported 
279 C1assFieldPointer 19l Not Supported 
280 ArrayElementPointer 192 Not Supported 
281 VectorElementPointer 192 Not Supported 
282 ArgumentPointer 192 Not Supported 
283 LocalVariablePointer 193 Not Supported 
284 MethodPointer 193 Not Supported 
285 InstanceMethodPointer 193 Not Supported 
286 ClassMethodPointer 193 Not Supported 
287 PointerExpression 194 Not Supported 
288 SimplePointerExpression 194 Not Supported 
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289 ElementPointerExpression 195 Not Supported 
290 ArrayElementPointerExpression 195 Not Supported 
291 VectorElementPointerExpression 195 Not Supported 
292 MethodPointerExpression 195 Not Supported 
293 GetAddress 196 Not Supported 
294 GetVariableAddress 196 Not Supported 
295 GetlnstanceFieldAddress 196 Not Supported 
296 GetClassFieldAddress 197 Not Supported 
297 GetArrayElementAddress 197 Not Supported 
298 GetVectorElementAddress 197 Not Supported 
299 GetArgumentAddress 198 Not Supported 
300 GetLocalVariableAddress 198 Not Supported 
301 GetInstanceMethodAddress 198 Not Supported 
302 GetClassMethodAddress 199 Not Supported 
303 ARITHMETICCOMPUTATIONS 
304 Add 199 Supported 
305 IntegerAdd 200 Supported 
306 FloatAdd 201 Supported 
307 PointerAdd 202 Not Supported 
308 VectorElementPointerAdd 202 Not Supported 
309 BitwiseAnd 202 Supported 
310 BitwiseComplement 203 Supported 
311 BitwiseOr 203 Supported 
312 BitwiseXor 204 Supported 
313 Divide 204 Supported 
314 IntegerDivide 205 Supported 
315 FloatDivide 206 Supported 
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316 Exponentiation 207 Supported 
317 Multiply 207 Supported 
318 IntegerMultiply 208 Supported 
319 F1oatMultiply 209 Supported 
320 Negate 210 Supported 
321 IntegerNegate 210 Supported 
322 F1oatNegate 210 Supported 
323 Remainder 211 Supported 
324 IntegerRemainder 212 Supported 
325 F1oatRemainder 212 Supported 
326 Shift 213 Supported 
327 ShiftLeft 214 Supported 
328 ShiftRight 214 Supported 
329 ShiftRightSigned 214 Supported 
330 ShiftRightUnsigned 215 Supported 
331 Subtract 215 Supported 
332 IntegerSubtract 216 Supported 
333 FloatSubtract 217 Supported 
334 PointerSubtract 217 Not Supported 
335 VectorElementPointerSubtract 218 Not Supported 
336 UnaryPlus 219 Supported 
337 TYPECONVERSIONS 
338 CastExpression 219 Not Supported 
339 SupertypeCast 221 Not Supported 
340 SubtypeCast 222 Not Supported 
341 SupertypeInstanceMethodCast 223 Not Supported 
342 SubtypeInstanceMethodCast 225 Not Supported 
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343 SupertypeOb j ectFieldCast 226 Not Supported 
344 SubtypeObjectFieldCast 226 Not Supported 
345 DataTypeConversion 227 Not Supported 
346 CastToInteger 228 Not Supported 
347 CastToLargerinteger 228 Not Supported 
348 CastToSmallerInteger 229 Not Supported 
349 CastIntegerToBoolean 230 Not Supported 
350 CastBooleanTolnteger 230 Not Supported 
351 CastIntegerToCharacter 231 Not Supported 
352 CastToLargerFloat 231 Not Supported 
353 CastToSmallerFloat 232 Not Supported 
354 CastIntegerToFloat 233 Not Supported 
355 CastFloatTolnteger 233 Not Supported 
356 CastPointerToReference 234 Not Supported 
357 CastElementPointerToReference 235 Not Supported 
358 CastArrayElementPointerToReference 235 Not Supported 
359 CastVectorElementPointerToReference 235 Not Supported 
360 CastElementPointerToSimplePointer 236 Not Supported 
361 CastArrayElementPointerToSimplePointer 236 Not Supported 
362 CastVectorElementPointerToSimplePointer 236 Not Supported 
363 CastReferenceToPointer 236 Not Supported 
364 AccessConversion 237 Not Supported 
365 LOGICALCOMPUTATIONS 
366 Comparison 238 Supported 
367 Equals 238 Supported 
368 NotEquals 239 Supported 
369 GreaterThanOrEqual 239 Supported 
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370 LessThanOrEqual 239 Supported 
371 GreaterThan 240 Supported 
372 LessThan 240 Supported 
373 LogicalAnd 241 Supported 
374 ShortCircuitAnd 242 Supported 
375 LogicalNotXor 242 Supported 
376 LogicalXor 243 Supported 
377 LogicalOr 244 Supported 
378 ShortCircuitOr 244 Supported 
379 Not 245 Supported 
380 MESSAGINGACTIONS 
r 
381 CallOperation 245 Supported 
382 InstanceMethodCall 247 Supported 
383 DispatchingCall 
r 
247 Supported 
384 NondispatchingCall 248 Supported 
385 ~ C1assMethodCall 249 Supported 
386 ~ GlobalMethodCall 249 Supported 
3 7 8 ~ In it t 11 d ec Ca 250 Supported 
388 GetArgumentList 250 Supported 
389 MethodActivation 251 Supported 
390 MethodReturn 251 Supported 
391 SYNCHFtONIZATIONACTION5 
392 MonitorEnter 252 Not Supported 
393 MonitorExit 253 Not Supported 
394 JUMPACTIONS 
395 Jump 253 Supported 
396 JumpHandler 254 Supported 
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397 Break 255 Supported 
398 CatchClause 255 Supported 
399 Continue 255 Supported 
400 Finally 256 Supported 
401 HandlerReturn 256 Supported 
402 Goto 257 Supported 
403 Label 257 Supported 
404 Throw 258 Supported 
405 CORE 
406 Stereotype 258 Not Supported 
407 TagDefinition 259 Not Supported 
408 TaggedValue 260 Not Supported 
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APPENDIX B. Queries Executed 
Q1: All Classes in a Codebase 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
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Q2: Ancestors of all Classes in a Codebase 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="ClassIterate" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Ancestors" kind="Select"/> 
<From value="ClassIterate.ancestors()"/> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
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Q3:A11 methods with their Implementing Classes 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="tJ'TF-8"?> 
<!D~CTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="MethodImpl" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="Method"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="MethodIter" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="EnclosingClass" kind="Select"/> 
<From value="MethodIter.enclosing_class()"/> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
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Q4: Non-dispatching Calls to a Particular Method 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="U'I'F-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType name="NonDispatchingCall"/> 
<Constraint value="self . method_name () _ 'functions ' "/> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
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Q5: Inherited Operations with Different Visibility 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="Classifiers" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="Class"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="ClassIterate" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Constraint 
value="exists (self /InheritedOperations/Operationiter/MVO) "/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="InheritedOperations" kind="Select"/> 
<From value="parent.inheritedOperations()"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="OperationIter" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="MVO" kind="Select"/> 
<Constraint 
value="self .visibility () ! = self . overriddenOp () .visibility () "/> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
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</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
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Q7: For Loops in which the Iterator Variable is Reassigned within the 
Body of the Loop 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE Queries SYSTEM "XPSL.DTD"> 
<Queries> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="ForLoops" kind="Select"/> 
<ElementType value="ForLoop"/> 
<Body> 
<Query> 
<Pointcut name="FLIterate" kind="Iterate"/> 
<Body> 
<Pointcut name="Ancestors" kind="Select"/> 
<Constraint value="exists intersect( 
increment_variable(), 
assigned_variable() 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Body> 
</Query> 
</Queries> 
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APPENDIX C. XPSL DTD 
The Context-Free Grammar for the XPSL Query specification document is given as an 
XML DTD. The constraint value is unparsed data for the DTD. 
<!ELEMENT Queries (TopQuery)+> 
<!ELEMENT TopQuery (Pointcut, ElementType, (Constraint)?, (Body)?)> 
<!ELEMENT Query (Pointcut, (FromlElementType)?, (Constraint)?, (Body)?)> 
<!ELEMENT Pointcut (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST Pointcut name (DATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLIST Pointcut kind (SelectlIterate) #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT From (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT ElementType (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST From value (DATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ATTLI5T ElementType value (DATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT Constraint (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST Constraint value (DATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT Body (Query)*> 
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